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RESEARCH DESCRIPTION:  

Under heavy international pressure to address Canada’s longstanding failure to govern the operation 

of Canadian corporations in foreign lands, Canada passed the Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act 

(CFPOA) in 1998, making it illegal to offer bribes to foreign officials. No charges were laid for the first 

decade. In 2008 an anti-corruption unit was established in the RCMP, significant amendments were 

passed in 2013 (but not put into effect until 2017), and penalties were strengthened. Thus far there 

have been only 4 successful prosecutions. The SNC-Lavalin case is the latest and most public example 

of the failure of the Canadian state to tackle powerful corporations.    

 The overall purpose of this research is to explain Canada’s reluctance to address corporate corruption. 

Although corrupt practices predate Confederation, we will focus on changes from the ascent of 

neoliberal globalized capitalism (1980 on), beginning with an analysis of the shifting social, political and 

economic factors that put corporate corruption law and policy reform on the political and legal agenda. 

What conditions made it necessary for government to act on this issue? What discourses and 

knowledge claims animated the debates? How was corporate corruption “thought” and who were the 

dominant voices?  

Second, we will examine the implementation and enforcement (or lack thereof) of corporate corruption 

laws and policies in Canada through data on charges, convictions, and government responses. Third, 

we will explore the relationship between the development and enforcement of corporate corruption 

laws and policies and corporate capitalism. We see the ascent of neoliberal, globalized capitalism as a 

significant turning point in the relations between the corporation and the state. Is corporate corruption 

law and policy reform more than a symbolic gesture that serves to maintain the capitalist status quo? 

If so, when, and under what sets of circumstances? Fourth, we seek to understand the main 

organizational concepts, practices, and the structure of relations between political practice and 

business enterprise in Canada.   

There is a paucity of research that contemplates the state-corporate nexus in the production of 

corporate corruption, and there is virtually no research that contemplates this issue within the 

Canadian context. Our research will fill this gap by situating the corporation corruption phenomenon 

within the broader social-political-economic context – the very context that makes corruption possible 



and probable and which significantly shapes (but does not determine) related legal and policy 

measures. In addition to providing an understanding of the nature and scope of corporate corruption 

in Canada and state responses to it, our research will inform social, political, and academic debates on 

how Canada can and “should” respond to corporate corruption. 

KEY LEARNING ACTIVITIES: 

 become familiar with basic bibliographic research, analysis, and synthesis 

 become familiar with scientific indices and databases in the social sciences and how to use 

them 

 acquire an in-depth understanding of the concept of “corruption” as it is represented in the 

scholarly literature.  

 become acquainted with a variety of theoretical and methodological approaches to research 

and analysis of corruption and the relationship of corporations to the state as the literature 

reviewed serves as examples of these. 

 learn to analyse and dissect published research and how to detect new problems that might be 

worthy of investigation  

 learn the difference between and how to formulate ‘diagnostic questions’ and ‘research 

questions’. 

 gain experience producing an annotated bibliography  

 learn to produce and present briefing notes 

 

 


